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Introduction
version: 20200609

Definition of symbols

Hazard statements
! Notice: Indicates a potential situation which, if not avoided, might result in property damage or in 

an undesirable result or state.

! Caution: Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, might result in minor or 
moderate injury.

! Warning:  Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or 
serious injury.

! Danger:  Indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or 
serious injury.

Others
i Tip: Indicates a shortcut or any other useful indication.

i Important: Indicates an important element to be borne in mind.

! Attention: Indicates an element which requires extra attention, not necessarily a hazard.

Safety instructions
! Attention:

- The following safety instructions are intended to prevent hazardous situations and/or equipment 
damage. Failure to follow the warnings and instructions may result in electric shock, fire and/or 
serious injury.
- Please read this document carefully before installing,  using or interacting with the  device. Keep 
this document for future reference. If you have any further questions, please contact your supplier.

! Notice:
- Do not remove any labels from the device.

! Caution:
- Before installation, check for exterior damage. If any part of the device is damaged, do not install 
it and contact your supplier.
- Never use the product with humid or wet hands or tools.
- Do not lean on, stack anything on top of, or hang anything from the holder or from the cables 
leading to the Home  holder.
- Avoid too much traction on the cables.
- Do not step on, fold or knot the cables. Never use the cables as a rope.
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- Never use the product or the cable near a heating source.
- Never use the product or the cable in the vicinity of flammable substances.

! Warning:
- Always turn off power before any manipulation, maintenance or repair of any kind, including any 
external measurement part.  Turning off the differential or circuit breaker does not insure a complete 
turn off of the power.
- In case of danger or accident, ask a qualified person to turn off the power.
- The Home  environment must only be used for charging an electric vehicle.
- This product must only be installed, repaired and maintained by qualified personnel. A qualified 
person is someone who is familiar with the installation, configuration, operation or maintenance 
of the equipment and the hazards involved. If commissioning and start-up of the charging device 
is necessary, the person must have knowledge of electric vehicles, including the ISO 61851-1 
standard.
- The product is not intended for use by young children or any person not capable of assessing 
the risks. Do not allow children to play on or with this device.
- Do not apply force when reattaching the charging connector to the Home  holder.

Limitation of liability
! Attention:

- Powerdale waives all liability for any possible damage resulting from inspection flaws or lack of 
maintenance, shock, humidity, corrosion, contamination, heat or resulting from the fact that the 
products were used for purposes other than those for which they were originally intended.
- Powerdale will not in any instance be liable for loss of profits or halting of activities, for loss of 
data (including but not limited to any costs whatsoever for data recovery and restoration), loss of 
contracts, loss of activity, loss of good will, financial costs, loss of financial interest or any indirect 
or consequential damage, whatever the cause of action or the legal basis on which this claim is 
based.
- The cumulative liability of Powerdale with respect to the scope of application of the present 
conditions, for both contractual and extra-contractual damages, will in any case be limited to EUR 
250,000(two hundred fifty thousand euros) or to the selling price if this is lower.

Copyright
No part of this document, either extracts of in full, may be distributed to any other party without the written 
consent of Powerdale NV/SA.
Subject to change without notice. Find the latest version of this manual on www.powerdale.com/
documentation.
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Device description

Product overview
The Home  is a charging solution to easily and safely charge an electric vehicle at home, while optimising 
charging speed and available power.

Home  set-up

Home  Type 2
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One device for any kind of house and any kind of vehicle
The Home  can be installed in any house and can be used in any grid connection type, providing full 
compatibility in any electrical configuration:

- Single-phase
- Three-phase
- Three-phase with neutral

In addition, the device is compatible with all car manufacturers and all types of vehicle:
Plug-in hybrid Full EV

Type 1 connector

Type 2 connector

Adapts to the user's behaviour for increased safety
The Home  will automatically adapt to behaviour of the users to give you peace of mind. You do not need 
to take the charging process into account when switching on other household appliances. The device 
will take all sources of electricity consumption into consideration and adapt to keep charging the vehicle, 
while always keeping household appliances running.

Smart grid ready and economical
By using a power optimisation algorithm, the Home  avoids injecting power on the grid. Local electricity 
production is self-consumed to optimise charging costs. Choose from two charging modes:

- Max Mode  maximises charging speed by:
- Combining maximum available grid power with local production.
- Dynamically adapting charging power by taking the physical limits of the electrical installation 
into account at all times for maximum security.

- Eco Mode  optimises electricity consumption economically by:
- Making maximum use of night and weekend tariffs.
- Optimising self-consumption of local production.

Connected
The Home  is connected through Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE 4.2) and managed through Nexxtmove. The 
app is used for:

- Synchronising data with cloud storage.
- Updating software & protocols.
- Adding improved and/or new features.
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The device is also Wi-Fi ready. A future remote update will activate the built-in Wi-Fi module and provide 
an additional connectivity method, with the following advantages:

- A permanent connection between the device and cloud storage for continuous synchronisation.
- Easier software and protocol updates: direct connection to the internet instead of through the 
Bluetooth connection on a smartphone.
- Activation of new services, such as the possibility to enable external tokens to let other users use 
the charger.

Flexible and easy access
Choose or combine different access modes for more convenience:

Access mode Description

Open access mode No identification or authentication: Charging starts when the connector is 
plugged in to the vehicle.

Nexxtmove(app)
1. App as key: The device detects the smartphone and automatically starts 
charging when the connector is plugged in.
2. Start button on the app: Choice between Eco or Max charging mode.

Badge Simply swipe a badge to start charging(1)  when the connector is plugged in.

Box content
The Home  box contains the following:

The Type 2  Home  package contains:
1. The Home  device.
2. The Type 2  holder for the connector, to insert the connector when the device is not in use.
3. Universal Spit Pro Fixings:

- Four screws and four wall plugs (8x40mm) to secure the device.
- Four screws and four wall plugs (6x30mm) to secure the holder.

4. The charging cable with Type 2  connector.

(1) The badge must be added and configured through the app before use, for example to always enable Max Mode (see: Configure  (on page 36) ).
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5. Three current transformers (CT) + RJ45 connector(2):
- Used for building energy measurement and connected to the adaptor.
- The adaptor provides a RJ45 interface that connects to the Home.

6. Two RFID badges, ready to be configured and suitable to be attached to a key chain.

Also in the box (not pictured above)
- A cardboard drilling template to help you drill the holes in the correct place. This is the piece of 
cardboard that holds the device inside the box.
- Documentation:

- A quick guide to help the driver start using the device.
i Important: Make sure to give this guide to the driver after installation!

- A QR code is available inside the box which links to a quick guide that guides the installer 
through the installation process.

Main device parts

1. Status LED  indicating the current mode of the device (see LED light codes  (on page 13))
2. RFID reader  enabling the user to identify and start charging by swiping with a configured RFID 

badge
3. Charging cable  with a Type 2  connector  linking the Home  to the vehicle
4. Power cable entry  connecting the Home  to the buildings electricity supply
5. Ethernet cable entry (RJ45)  connecting to the external meter connector (+ Input for load shedding 

signal(3))

(2) The RJ45 cable itself is not included.
(3) For example Smarty smart electricity meter (applicable in Luxembourg).
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Technical data

FEATURES
Charging points 1

Access mode RFID reader or via the Nexxtmove
Nexxtmove  app (compatible with Android 5.0 and 
higher & iOS 8 and higher)

Memory Data back-up based on an average of one charg-
ing session/day: Up to one month of charging ses-
sions and up to one week of measurements and 
events

Metering Integrated Class 1
Class 1-Up to 80 A provided with the device for 
main supply measurement

Smart charging Two modes:
- Max: Maximise charging speed
- Eco: Optimise consumption of local production 
& make use of night/weekend tariff (when applic-
able)

User interface Status LED indicator

ELECTRICAL
Charging connector type Type 2  connector on integrated cable

Cable Length 4 m or 7 m (option)

Charging output current 32 A three phase

Input voltage 3 x 400 V AC + N and 1 x 230 V AC

Grid Frequency 50 Hz

Charging output power From 1,4 (single phase) or 4,1 (three phase) to 22 
kW
Can be limited to 11 kW to comply with local reg-
ulations

Standby consumption 5 W

Charging mode Mode 3 per IEC 61851-1:2017

Electrical safety Residual Current Monitoring per IEC 62752:2016 
(AC 30 mA - DC 6 mA)
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COMMUNICATION
Connectivity Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE 4.2)

! Attention: Bluetooth connectivity can vary 
from phone to phone. Consult the FAQ page on 
the Powerdale  website for more information.

Wi-Fi ready. A future remote update will activate 
the built-in Wi-Fi module and provide an additional 
connectivity method

MECHANICAL
Material ABS-PC & PC

Weight Type 2 with:
- 4 m cable: X kg
- 7 m cable: X kg

Dimensions (HxWxD) 25 x 25 x 6 cm

Ingress protection IP 55

ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temperature -25° C to + 40° C

Operating Humidity Up to 95% non-condensing

MAINTENANCE
Remote Update Software update can be done remotely via the 

Nexxtmove

The technical characteristics are subject to change without further notice.

Certificates
The Home  is certified:

- IEC 62196-1, Plugs, socket-outlets, vehicle connectors and vehicle inlets – Conductive charging 
of electric vehicles – Part 1: General requirements
- IEC 62196-2, Plugs, socket-outlets, vehicle connectors and vehicle inlets – Conductive charging 
of electric vehicles – Part 2: Dimensional compatibility and interchangeability requirements for a.c. 
pin and contact-tube accessories
- IEC 61851-1:2010, Electric vehicle conductive charging system – Part 1: General requirements
- IEC 61851-1:2017, Electric vehicle conductive charging system – Part 1: General requirements
- IEC 60364-7-722, Low-voltage electrical installations – Part 7-722: Requirements for special 
installations or locations – Supplies for electric vehicles
- IEC 62335: 2008, Circuit breakers – Switched protective earth portable residual current devices 
for class I and battery powered vehicle applications
- IEC 60309-1:1999, Plugs, socket-outlets and couplers for industrial purposes – Part 1: General 
requirements
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Mechanical data
The mechanical dimensions and cover placement of the Home.
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Figure 13: Exploded view

1. Housing
2. Internal cover (translucent)
3. External cover
4. Terminal block
5. Ethernet port (external meter connector)
6. Digital input for load management
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Smart charging options

Max Mode
This is the fastest charging mode, that at the same time guarantees a secure supply to all household 
appliances.
In Max Mode, the Home  dynamically charges any electric vehicle with power from the grid plus local 
production(4), minus what is already consumed by the building (microwave, dishwasher, oven, washing 
machine...).
Use case examples of charging in Max Mode:

Day Evening & Night

Situation: An electric vehicle is charging, and 
there is less consumption by household appli-
ances. The sun is shining and there is plenty of 
local production (for example from solar panels).
Result: the vehicle is charged by local generation 
plus all the available grid power not consumed by 
the building.

Situation: An electric vehicle is charging, and mul-
tiple residents are home cooking, watching TV, 
using computers. The sun is down, there is no/
less local production.
Result: the vehicle is charged by all the grid power 
(on night tariff) not consumed by the building.

Figure 14: Visual representation of Max charging mode

(4) If applicable: Local production of electricity requires solar panels, wind or hydropower installations or cogeneration. The external meter connection must 
be far enough upstream in order to integrate the local production and the household consumption.
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Icon Description

Night time (uses cheaper night tariff(5))

Day time (more local production)

Amount of charging power available to the car

Amount of power consumed by the house

Surplus local production available to the car

Power

Time

Local production through time

Eco Mode
This is the most economical charging mode using either the surplus of local production (during daytime), 
or the cheaper night/weekend tariff.
In Eco Mode, the Home  charges the electrical vehicle with power from the grid (when the cheaper 
night/weekend tariff applies) plus local production minus what is already consumed by the building. This 
charging option is optimised ecologically and economically.
Use case examples of charging in Eco Mode:

Day Evening & Night

Situation: An electric vehicle is charging and there 
is less power consumption by household appli-
ances. The sun is shining and there is plenty of 
local production (for example from solar panels).
Result: Charging is kept to a minimum and the ve-
hicle is charged only by local generation(6).

Situation: An electric vehicle is charging and mul-
tiple residents are home cooking, watching TV, 
using computers. The sun is down, there is no/
less local production.
Result: The vehicle is charged by all the grid pow-
er (on night tariff) not consumed by the building.

(5) Applies 24/24 during the weekend
(6) A minimum of 6 A is always provided to avoid interruption of the charging session by the battery management system of the car.
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Figure 15: Visual representation of Eco charging mode

No day/night meter?
There are two options if you cannot take advantage of night/weekend tariff:

- Do not configure Eco Mode: charge at regulated maximum speed without Eco Mode.
- Configure Eco Mode  with specific time slots for fast charging.

LED light codes
The LED lights on the external cover provide you with information on the current state of the Home.

LED State

Glowing slow
Glowing fast

Charging - Slow
Charging – Fast (Max Mode or Eco Mode during the night)

Blinking End of charge
Blue

Solid blue Plugged but not charging

Solid green Available
Green

Blinking Charging session authorized (Bluetooth detected, badge 
swiped, …)

Solid red Error (all types except if described elsewhere in this table)
Red

Blinking Error (RCM(7)  triggered)

(7) Residual Current Monitor
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LED State

Solid orange Error (Communication)
Orange

Blinking Error (RFU(8))

White Solid white Firmware upgrade

(8) Reserved for Future Use
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Installation

Safety reminder
For safe installation and use it is mandatory to strictly follow all safety warnings and recommendations 
during all steps of the installation process (see: Safety instructions).

Before installation

Required tools

Basic tools

Power drill

Drill bits: 6 & 8 mm

Spirit level

Pozidriv screwdriver (PZ2)

Electrician tools

Wire cutter

Wire stripper

Crimping pliers

Connection ferrules (appropriate for the selected 
cables)
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Grid connection type
Depending on the type of electrical installation, different grid connection types and corresponding 
charging speeds are possible. In addition to this, depending on the electrical protection behind the 
charging device, the maximum charging speed could be limited to less than what is indicated, via the 
Imax charging device.

Single-phase: 1 x 230 V + N

Cabling instructions:
Only the CT market with L1 should be placed on 
the active phase (L1). No CT to be placed on the 
neutral.
Charging speed: Max 7,4 kW

Three-phase: 3 x 400 V + N

Cabling instructions:
Always place the three CT.

! Caution: the correct order and direction of 
the CT placement is crucial → the CT placed 
up-stream on L1 must match with the L1 cabled 
in the Home and so on for the L2 and L3.

Charging speed:
- Max 22 kW (three-phase)
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Three-phase without neutral: 3 x 230 V(9)

Cabling instructions:
Always place the CT on active phase L1 and L3.

! Attention: the correct order and direction of 
the CT placement is crucial. The CT placed up-
stream on L1 must match with the L1 cabled in 
the Home and the same for L3.

The connection L2 in the terminal block must be 
always free in this configuration.
Charging speed: max 14,8 kW (bi-phase).

Three-phase without neutral (with 'imposed neutral'): 3 x 230 V

Cabling instructions: Always place the CT on 
active phase (depending on the phase at the 
ground).

! Attention: the correct order and direction of 
the CT placement is crucial. The CT placed up-
stream on L1 must match with the L1 cabled in 
the Home and same for L2.

The phase cabled at the neutral of the Home de-
vice must be the one connected at the ground.
Charging speed:

- Max 14,8 kW (bi-phase)
Remarks:
- One of the phases is at the ground.
- Mostly in Belgium (rare case).

Electrical protection

! Attention: 
As with any electrical installation, it is mandatory that you comply with local and national legal 
regulations when installing and using the Home. In addition, always follow the Safety instructions 
(on page 1)  of the device.

A Residual Current Monitor (RCM) is included as electrical protection which assures safe charging(10). 
The sensors can activate automatic shut-off in the event of hazardous electrical faults through AC/DC 
sensitive residual current monitoring. The RCM has the following characteristics:

- Switching output for 6 mA DC/30 mA AC RMS
- Compliant with IEC 60364-7-722

! Caution: Local or national regulations may require electrical protection in addition to a RCM.

(9) This is the most common grid configuration in Belgium
(10) Additional external breakers may be required by local or national regulations in addtion to the RCM.
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Required cables
Due to the number of possible electrical configurations and the widely varying necessary cable lengths 
(to reach the electrical cabinet), the power and ethernet cable are not included with the Home.
The section of the power cables to supply the Home  from the distribution box are determined by different 
parameters. Please take the requirements below into consideration.

Power cable
- Length: The cable must reach the bottom of the device plus an additional 13 cm for the connections 
inside.
- 3Gx or 5Gx, depending on the grid connection type and how the device is cabled.
- Maximum section size: 6 mm². If a power cable with a larger section size is applied, use a junction 
box.

i Important: Ensure that the section between the main electrical cabinet and the device is 
appropriate.

! Caution: If the power cable section is smaller than 2,5 mm²:
1. Unscrew the plastic cable holder.
2. Replace it turned 180 degrees lengthwise.
3. Screw it back into the device.

Ethernet cable
- Length: The cable must be long enough to run between the Home  and the external meter connector 
plus an additional 20 cm for the connection inside, with a maximum total length of 30 m.
- Minimum category 5.
- RJ45 connectors on both ends.
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Installation steps overview
Context: 
The installation process for the Home  consists of 9 main steps:
1. Unpack the box.
2. Attach the holder to the wall.
3. Attach the device to the wall.
4. Connect the external meter connector.
5. Remove the internal cover.
6. Connect the ethernet cable.
7. Connect the power cable.
8. Optional:  Connect to the external offloading system.
9. Close the device.

Installation
Before you begin: 

! Caution:
- Always turn off power at the circuit breaker before installation.
- As with any electrical installation, it is mandatory that you comply with local and national legal 
regulations when installing the Home. In addition, always follow the Safety instructions  (on page 
1)  of the device.

A flat surface is necessary for the correct and durable installation of the holder and device. If necessary, 
create such flat surface with particle board, plywood or other material. Take the environment in which 
the material will be placed into account: indoor, outdoor, exposure to rain...

1. Unpack and open the box:
a. Carefully remove the wrapping protection.
b. Remove the protective cardboard cover.
c. Remove the device.
d. Remove the cardboard separation containing the drilling template that sits between the 

device and the rest of the contents.
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i Tip: Separate the drilling template from the cardboard separation and set it aside 
for later use.

e. Remove the rest of the contents: cable, accessories and documentation.
2. Attach the holder to the wall:

a. Establish the location of the device and the holder, on a flat wall. A distance of around 150 
cm from the ground is advised.

a. Hold the holder against the wall next to where the device will be positioned (close enough 
for the connector to be placed back in the holder when not in use).

b. Use a spirit level to ensure a horizontal placement (during attachment of the holder, the device 
itself is not yet attached to the wall. It is only shown on the illustration to aid in positioning 
the holder).

! Notice:

c. While holding the holder in place, mark the holes on the wall with a pencil.

d. Remove the holder and use the 6 mm drill bit to drill four holes with a depth of 30 mm.
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e. Remove dust and place the wall plugs in the holes so that they not protrude from the wall.
f. Hold the holder in place in front of the wall plugs and secure the holder with the screws.

g. Check if the holder is held firmly into place, without play.
3. Attach the device to the wall:

a. Remove the external cover from the device and place it on a surface where it will not scratch. 
Leave the internal cover in place.

b. Take the drilling template and position it against the wall where you want the device to hang. 
Use a spirit level to ensure a horizontal placement.
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c. While holding the drilling template in place, mark the holes on the wall with a pencil.

a. Remove the drilling template.
b. Use the 8 mm drill bit to drill four holes with a depth of 40 mm.

c. Remove dust and place the wall plugs in the holes so that they not protrude from the wall.

i Tip: Put the connector already into the holder to help prevent damage or scratches.

d. Insert the screws on the left side of the device already in the holes of the housing before 
holding it in front of the wall.

e. Hold the device in place in front of the wall plugs and put in the rest of the screws.
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f. Tighten the 4 screws.
g. Check if the device is secured firmly, without play.

4. Connect the external meter connector(11):

i Important: This needs to be a direct connection, there can be no router in between.

a. Place the current transformers (CT) around the cable/cables (depending on the Grid 
connection type  (on page 16)).

! Caution: Make sure the CTs are installed in the correct direction and use the correct 
phases (L1=L1, L2=L2, L3=L3). Otherwise this will create a negative measurement 
(incorrect regulation) and excessive consumption, which can activate the circuit 
breaker and shut down the power of (part of) the installation (If the cables are too short, 
see: CT adaptor cable length increase  (on page 28)). Length of provided cables 
is 50 cm.

b. Place the adaptor in the electrical cabinet on a DIN rail.

(11) Not required if the electrical installation has a fixed current supply dedicated entirely to the charging device (In this case energy management does not 
apply).
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c. Connect the ethernet cable to the adaptor.

5. Remove the internal cover by unscrewing the four screws.

i Tip: Put the internal panel and the screws safely aside.

6. Connect the ethernet cable:
a. Connect the ethernet cable coming from the external meter (CT adaptor).
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b. Check if the cable is held firmly into place.
7. Connect the power cable:

! Caution: Be careful not to touch the electronic board while connecting the power cable to 
the terminal block.

a. Take the end of the power cable that will be connected to the device.
b. Strip away approximately 25 cm of the external insulation in order to make a loop with the 

inner inner cables (see illustration).
c. Strip away 12 mm of each of the inner cables insulation to expose the bare copper wires 

inside.

i Tip: Twist the end of the bare copper wires with your finger to make them more firm.

d. Enter the power cable through the middle entry at the bottom of the housing and make a loop 
with the inner cables in order to absorb the mechanical stress.

! Caution: Absorb the mechanical stress, since the electrical connection is at risk 
otherwise. Mare sure there is enough space for the wiring.
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e. Once all the wires are placed, connect each wire one by one in the terminal block following 
the grid connection type. See Grid connection type  (on page 16)  for more info.

! Caution: Be sure to press the lever down all the way to the stop, since the connection 
cannot be ensured otherwise.

8. Optional:  Connect the device to an external offloading system (e.g. a smart meter):
a. Prepare the cable.
b. Enter the cable through the entry at the bottom of the device housing.
c. Connect the cable to the connector (DI4+: the first two from the right).
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9. Close the device:
a. Hold the internal cover in place and put in the 4 screws.
b. Tighten the screws.

c. Reattach the external cover with the clip by inserting the left part and then clicking the right 
part into place.

Result: The Home  is ready to be used with the factory settings (see: Settings  (on page 30)).

What to do next: Configure the settings to best match the personal needs of the driver (see: 
Configuration  (on page 30)).
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CT adaptor cable length increase
Before you begin: Make sure you have the appropriate cable(s) and connector(s) at hand before starting 
this procedure.
Context: This procedure is used when the cables between the sensors and the adaptor are too short you 
have to increase their length (default length= 50 cm).
1. Option 1: With unshielded multipair cable 0,23 mm² cable (12):

! Attention: The section size is a minimum value, a larger section size is also possible.

a. Cut the cable to the desired length.

 Note: The total length of the LAN cable between the Home  and the CT adaptor 
is 30 m. If the existing cable is 15 m, the maximum increase is 15 m. In the image 
below X + Y + Z should be less than 30 m.

b. Strip away 7 mm of the internal insulation on one side.
c. Connect the exposed wires to the CT adaptor using a Scotchlok UY2 connector or equivalent 

connector.

! Caution: Always ensure a maximum twist spacing of 3 cm.

(12) For example Alphawire with reference B963011 GE321.
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2. Option 2: With 2 x white and black 0,5 mm² cables of your choice (13):

! Attention: The section size is a minimum value, a larger section size is also possible.

a. Cut the cables to the desired length, with a maximum of 30 m.
b. Twist the cables with a twist spacing of maximum 3 cm.
c. Strip away 7 mm of the internal insulation on one side.
d. Connect the exposed wires to the CT adaptor using a Scotchlok UY2 connector.

(13) For example: RS PRO tri rated cable 0.5 mm² 600 V AC with references 180 5910 and 180 5918
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Configuration

Settings

Factory settings
Out of the box, the default configuration for the Home  is the following:

- Access settings: Private  → a configured badge or an app is required to start a charge.
- Charging settings: Eco  → using the more economical night/weekend tariff (for example from 
21:00-06:00 during the week, 24/24 during the weekend (14)(15)).

Custom settings
The default mode of the Home  can be set to the following combinations of access and charging modes:

- Private Max
- Private Eco
- Open Max
- Open Eco

See Device configuration  (on page 30)  to change the settings to best match the user's particular 
situation and preferences.

Installer account
An installer account is needed to be able to start configuring the Home  after installation. In order to create 
a new installer account, you must be linked to your company with a unique link for all employees of your 
company, provided by your distributor.
This company link has the following specifications:

- Unique per company
- Can be assigned only once to a company
- Can be used multiple times inside a company

Take the following rules into account:
-If the company link is used for the first time, the user is creating his account as well as his installer 
company. See: 
-If the company link has been already used by a colleague, the user is creating only his own account 
(because the company has already been created). See: 

Device configuration
Before you begin: These steps must be performed by trained installers. An Installer account  (on page 
30)  is needed to proceed. Contact your distributor if you need training and/or an 'installer' account.
Context:
1. Open the Nexxtender Installer  app.
2. Do one of the following:

- Enter the device serial number.
(14) Depending on the local situation.
(15) A day/night meter is required to take advantage of lower night/weekend tariffs, but if such a meter is not present, charging is still possible.
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- Scan the device QR code.
i Tip: Serial number and QR code are found on the bottom of the Home  and on 

the cardboard packing.

! Attention: Enter the PIN code displayed on the screen during the process if you 
are using an Apple device.

Result: The app starts Bluetooth pairing between the phone and the device. If new firmware has 
been released between production time and configuration time, an automatic update is performed 
at this time.

3. Tap Next
4. Optional:  Set App as a key  if the driver prefers this.
5. Configure the network topology following the grid connection (see: Grid connection type  (on page 

16)):
a. Mono/Tri + N if the grid connection is either mono-phase or triphase with neutral.
b. Tri if the grid connection is triphase without neutral (pay attention to respect the right cable 

connection).
6. Set Mode  (default charging mode):

a. Tap Mode.
b. Tap on the preferred Mode to activate.

Mode Description

Open Eco No identification or authentication is required to start a 
charge in Eco mode

Open Max No identification or authentication is required to start a 
charge in Max mode

Private Eco A configured badge or an app is required to start a charge 
in Eco mode

Private Max A configured badge or an app is required to start a charge 
in Max mode

c. Tap OK.
Result: The default charging mode is set.

7. Set the I Safe  and I Max  values.

Setup Description

I safe The safe current with a value between 6 A and 32 A, used when 
the safe mode is activated via the digital input

I Max The maximum current with a value between 6 A and the maxi-
mum the customer residential infrastructure can provide (since 
this is specific for each customer installation).

I EVSE The maximum current the charging device can provide accord-
ing to the local possible limit not controlled by the Home energy 
measurements. Typically the case if your Home charge must 
be limited to a certain power.

8. Set the Time of use parameters:
a. Tap Weekdays.
b. Tap Start  to change the start of a weekday with the clock interface.
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c. Tap End  to change the end of a weekday with the clock interface.
d. Tap OK  to save.
e. Tap Weekend  and repeat steps c, d and f.

9. Add badge(s):
a. Tap Add badge

Result: A pop-up please swipe your badge  appears.
b. Swipe the badge against the device.
c. Optional:  Add a friendly name and mode
d. Validate.

Result: The badge is added to the whitelist.
10. Tap Next  to proceed to .
Result: The Home  is now configured and ready for setup by the driver (see:  )

i Important: Don't forget to Unpair device from phone  (on page 32).
.

Unpair device from phone
Context: After completing the installation and configuration, you need to remove the device from the 
Bluetooth list of your smartphone.

! Attention: The menus and screens described below may vary with different Android/iOS devices 
or software versions.

1. For Android:
a. Ensure Bluetooth is turned on.
b. Open Settings  > Device connection  > Bluetooth.
c. Tap the device you want to unpair.
d. Tap Unpair.

2. For iOS:
a. Open Settings  > Bluetooth.
b. Tap the (i)  next to the device you want to unpair.
c. Tap Forget this device.
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Commissioning

What is commissioning?
Commissioning is an essential step in the process of delivering a perfectly functioning Home. In this 
chapter we explain how to assign the Home  to the right company and building (of the customer). This 
process is essential for the customer, so make sure all steps are followed.
Contact your distributor in case of doubt or problems.

Principles and terminology
The Home  commissioning is based on the web view of Nexxtmove  but you can access it directly via the 
Nexxtender Installer  app. If you do not have access to the Nexxtender Installer  app, please contact your 
distributor.
Nexxtmove  manages different objects according to a pre-defined hierarchy. A higher level can contain 
several units of its lower level, but not the other way around. For the Home  commissioning process, three 
types of objects are of importance: companies, buildings  and charging devices:

1. Company: The entity that owns the charging device. This is either a business entity (B2B  type 
company) or a private end-user (B2C  type company). This is also referred to as ‘the customer’.

2. Building: A company can own one or more buildings, representing the physical address where the 
charging device is installed. Depending on the type of company (B2B / B2C /..), this will be designated 
as a professional  building, a residential  building or a parking.

3. Charging device: It is identified by the serial number of the Home. It is also sometimes referred to 
as the ‘communication unit’.

4. Company: This company does not own the charging device but offers a service to the first company. 
It is representing the installer  in this case. A relationship  between the two companies is defined 
of type ‘installer’.

Remarks
- The customer company may or may not already exist in Nexxtmove. If it does not exist, the installer 
needs to create the customer company.
- The installer may or may not already have an installer relationship to the customer company. If 
this relationship does not exist, the installer needs to create the residential building and validate the 
commissioning him/herself.
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The commissioning process can vary slightly depending on these conditions but is basically about 
connecting the charging device to a customer and a building. After that, a charge test must be done, 
be it by means of a charging tester or a real car. The process is finally validated by the installer and 
commissioning reports become available to customer and installer.

The commissioning process
To start commissioning a device in the Nexxtender Installer  app, the installer must perform the 
Configuration  (on page 30)  of the Home  first. Then, he can click on next  to continue.
The commissioning process consists of the following main steps:
1. Check if the B2C or B2B company of the end-user exists
2. Create the customer company if it doesn’t exist
3. Create the customer building if it doesn’t exist
4. Validate entries and generate the commissioning report

Schematic flow:

Define the company and building
Before you begin: 
In this step, the company and building (customer) information are entered. 4 cases are possible:

- CASE A: The company and the building are already defined
- CASE B: The company exists and is already linked to the installer
- CASE C: The company exists and is not linked to the installer
- CASE D: The company is new

CASE A: company and building are already defined
Most information is pre-filled. You are not able to change the company information.
1. Select the right building.
2. Click Next.

CASE B: The company exists and is already linked to the installer

1. Select the company from the dropdown list. It is indicated with a green “link” icon.
2. Most company information is pre-filled. Complete company- information if needed.
3. Define the building. Choose one of the following:
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a. The building is a residential (private) building and already exists, select Enter building 
code  and enter the code of the building as received by the facility manager.

b. The building is a residential (private) building and does not already exist, create a new 
residential building with the information of the customer.

4. Click Next.

CASE C: The company exists and is not linked to the installer
1. Select the company from the dropdown list. It is indicated with a red “broken link” icon.
2. Enter the building information. All fields are required to proceed.
3. Click Next.

CASE D: The company is new
1. Select New customer company.
2. Enter company information. Name, type and country are required fields.
3. Enter building information. All fields are required to proceed.
4. Click Next.

Validate entries and generate commissioning report
As a result of the previous steps an overview is shown with all customer- and building information.
1. Select Validate configuration  to finalize the commissioning.

Result: A report is sent to the installer and/or facility manager.
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Daily use

Configure

Basic settings
Before you begin: Be sure your charging device has been configured according to your needs by your 
installer. If this is not the case, contact your installer to correctly do so.
Context: The complete initial set-up of the Home  is performed by the installer. The driver can always 
adapt the following basic settings:

- Activate app as a key.
- Change default charging mode.
- Change time of use parameters.
- Change badge name.

1. Activate app as a key:
a. Open the configuration menu in the app.
b. Tap the app as a key  switch to activate.

Result: Charging will be possible if the smartphone is near the Home.
2. Change the default charging mode:

a. Open the configuration menu in the app.
b. Tap Mode.
c. Tap on the preferred Mode to activate.

Mode Description

Open Eco No identification or authentication is required to start a charge 
in Eco mode

Open Max No identification or authentication is required to start a charge 
in Max mode

Private Eco A configured badge or an app is required to start a charge in 
Eco mode

Private Max A configured badge or an app is required to start a charge in 
Max mode

a. Tap OK.
Result: The default charging mode is changed.

3. Change the time of use parameters:
a. Open the configuration menu in the app.
b. Tap Weekdays.
c. Tap Start  to change the start of a weekday with the clock interface.
d. Tap End  to change the end of a weekday with the clock interface.
e. Tap OK  to save.
f. Tap Weekend  and repeat steps c, d and f.

4. Change badge name:
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a. Tap the badge you want to change.
b. Type the badge name.
c. Tap Update.

Result: The badge name is saved.

Badges

Access settings
The Home  has two different access settings:

- Open access: No identification or authentication is required to start a charge.
- Private access: A configured badge or an app is required to start a charge.

Add a badge
Before you begin: A maximum of 10 badges can be added to the whitelist in the app.
1. Open the Nexxtmove  app.
2. Select your charging device from the list.
3. Go to Configuration
4. Tap Add a badge.
5. Select a mode in the pop-up screen:

- Default: Uses the configuration of the device (either Max or Eco) without 
overriding it.
- Max: Uses maximum charging speed.(16)

6. Optional:  Set a custom name for the badge.
7. Tap Validate.

Result: The badge can now be used to start a charging session.

Configure a badge
1. Open the Nexxtmove  app.
2. Select you charging device in the list.
3. Go to Configuration.
4. Tap Edit  next to the existing badge.
5. Change the parameters you prefer to adapt and tap Save.

Result: You can now use the configured badge(s).
What to do next: Start a charge with a badge.

Charge

Start a charge in open mode
Before you begin: Make sure the Home  is configured to open access. See: Basic settings  (on page 
36).

i Important: Open access mode is not compatible with other charging methods.

To start a charge in open mode:

(16) Using a badge configured in Max Mode will start charging process in Max Mode, even if the device is configured to Eco Mode.
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1. Take the connector from the holder.
2. Plug the connector into the charging port of the vehicle.

Result: The charging session will start immediately.

Start a charge with the app
Context: 

i Important: Charging with the app is not compatible with charging in open access mode.

Via Bluetooth detection
Before you begin:

- Turn on the smartphone and enable Bluetooth.
- Enable App as a key  through the app (see: Basic settings  (on page 36))

Context:
- This access method uses the app as a key.
- You have 30 seconds to connect the charging cable.

1. Plug in the charging cable.
2. Pass by the Home  with the phone within a few meters.

Result: The phone is detected through Bluetooth.
Result: The charging session starts.

Via the start button
Context:
1. Open the Nexxtmove.
2. Tap Start  (default mode) or tap Max Mode.
3. Plug in the charging cable.

i Important: You have 30 seconds to connect the charging cable.

Result: The charging session starts in the selected mode.

Start a charge with a badge
Before you begin: Only configured badges are accepted.

i Important: Charging with a badge is not compatible with charging in open access mode.

Context: Each badge can have a configuration linked to a charging mode (see: Configuration  (on 
page 30)):

- With default configuration: The configuration of the Home  is used.
- With Max Mode: Whatever the configuration, Max Mode is used (overrides any current charging 
configuration with Max Mode until the end of the charging session).

1. Swipe a badge on the Home.
2. Plug in the charging cable (you can also start with this step).
3. You have 30 seconds to connect the charging cable.

Result: The charging session starts based on the badge configuration.
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Stop a charge
Context:
1. Stop by removing the cable:

a. Unlock the car.
b. Remove the charging cable and plug the connector back into the holder.

Result: The charging session is stopped. You can Synchronise the data  (on page 39)  with 
the app.

2. Stop in the app:
a. Open the Nexxtmove  app.

Result: During charging the Charging  screen with the sessions statistics is shown.
b. Press the Stop charging  button.

Result: Charging stops.

Switch charging speed during charging
Context: For many reasons, it might be desirable to change the charging speed during charging. 
Proceed as follows while the charging process is in progress:
1. Open the Nexxtmove  app.

Result: During charging the Charging  screen with the sessions statistics is shown.
2. Tap the toggle to switch from Max  to Eco  or vice versa.

Result: The charging process is immediately altered.

Live data visualisation
Context: While charging, the Live data  visualisation shows the live charging current of your car and the 
consumption of your house in real time.
1. Tap Live data  under the graph.
2. Visualize your real time charging data.

Synchronise the data
Before you begin:

- Turn on the smartphone and enable Bluetooth.
- The device must be paired with a smartphone (see: Pair to a smartphone).
- If you want to synchronise the most recent data to the cloud storage, the smartphone must be 
connected to the internet.

Context: 
The update will be automatic most of the time, but sometimes the operating system of the smartphone 
can interrupt this process. In that case, follow these steps to restart the synchronisation:
1. In the My devices  panel, select the device you want to sync with.
2. To synchronise, do either:

- Below the graph, tap Synchronise.
- Swipe down the screen.
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Result: Data will synchronise with the cloud storage. Due to post processing, they will appear in the 
graphs after a few minutes.
What to do next: If you want to know the last data synchronisation time, you can see this information 
next to the Bluetooth logo.

i Tip: If you have just synced the data, it should say Now. If it does not say Now, see: My device is 
not syncing to my smartphone.

Update the software
Context:

- Updates for the Home  will be installed via the Bluetooth connection of the smartphone.
- For the best user experience and optimal safety, always download the latest version of the software.

1. In the My devices  panel, select the device you want to update.
2. Beneath the status of the device, tap Technical information.

i Tip: A blue text will appear to notify you of the new software availability.

3. Tap Download new software.
4. Hold the phone close to the device until the loading circle has reached 100%.

i Important: Remain on the same screen until the end of the process in order to avoid 
interruption (maximum 10 minutes).

5. Allow the device to reboot automatically.
Result: The device will restart and is then equipped with the last version of the software.

App

Log out
1. Tap the user icon below the graph.
2. Tap Log out.

Result: You are logged out of the app.
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Maintenance, cleaning and disposal
The Home  does not require maintenance when used as prescribed. We advise you to check regularly for 
potential visible damage. If damage is found, do not use the device and contact your installer.

Cleaning
If you wish to clean the device, use a damp cloth. Avoid cleaning agents with solvents and do not expose 
to flammable or harsh chemicals or vapours.

Disposal
The packaging of the Home  must be disposed of according to applicable local and regional regulations. 
The Home  should not be disposed of with household waste, but according to the waste electrical and 
electronic equipment directive. Please recycle where facilities exist. Check with local authority or retailer 
for recycling advice.
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Repair
If your customer contacts you about a broken Home, please follow the next steps in order to repair or 
replace the device.

Repair and replace steps

Initial analysis
When a customer contacts you about a non-functioning device, perform the following checks first:
1. Check the electrical installation in the home of the customer.
2. Check the settings in Nexxtmove.
3. Check the registration and pairing of the Home.
4. Check for communication issues.

First repair steps
1. Consult the first-aid-kit/troubleshooting manual.
2. Consult partner training.
3. Call Powerdale  support.
4. Initiate the swap process if it's clear that the device is not functioning due to a hardware issue.

Swap process via Powerdale
1. Perform the initial analysis.
2. Contact Powerdale.
3. Check the warranty situation and repair charges:

Under warranty Not under warranty

No charge Fixed price

4. Perform steps in Nexxtmove
5. Take out the faulty Home  at the customer.
6. Install a new (or refurbished) Home  at the customer.
7. Send the faulty Home  to Powerdale.

Result: The device will be analysed and repaired/refurbished.
8. Take/buy the refurbished Home  in stock as a spare part.

Swap process via distributor
1. Perform the initial analysis.
2. Contact your distribution partner.
3. Check the warranty situation and repair charges:

Under warranty Not under warranty

No charge Fixed price

4. Perform steps in Nexxtmove
5. Take out the faulty Home  at the customer.
6. Install a new (or refurbished) Home  at the customer.
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7. Send the faulty Home  to Powerdale.
Result: The device will be analysed and repaired/refurbished.

8. Take/buy the refurbished Home  in stock as a spare part.
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Powerdale product limited factory warranty
Note: this description of Powerdale N.V./S.A.’s (hereinafter "Powerdale") Limited Factory Warranty is 
effective and applies to all purchases conducted after July 8, 2017 of the Product Types stated below.
To that extent this description is to be read as an explanation of the Powerdales’s General Terms and 
Conditions. If there is an ambiguity or discrepancy in the documents, the General Terms and Conditions 
shall prevail. The Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty is not a guarantee of durability and does not include 
device availability.
It applies exclusively to:

- New devices of the following Product Types: Nexxtender Mobile (Black) Type 1, Nexxtender 
Mobile (Black) Type 2, Nexxtender Mobile Red (Package), Nexxtender Wallbox Base Single / Dual, 
Nexxtender Wallbox Advance Single / Dual, Nexxtender Pole Base Single / Dual, Nexxtender Pole 
Advance Single / Dual, Nexxtender Home, Protection Box Wall Dual, NexxtGEM, Nexxtender Cluster, 
Nexxtender Direct, Nexxtender Access Terminal;
- Components of the above-mentioned Product Types that are installed after the Product Factory 
Warranty period has expired, in order to repair defective devices.

Warrantor
The warrantor is Powerdale. Powerdale reserves the right to have the services specified in this Powerdale 
Limited Factory Warranty conducted by Powerdale authorized partners.

Date Version Action

20/01/2020 Powerdale Product Warranty (2.0) Approval

21/05/2020 Powerdale Product Warranty (2.1)

Update start date warranty, need 
for commissioning report replaced by 
need for serial number, transportation 
costs clarified.

15/09/2020 Powerdale Product Warranty (2.2)

Update on use of the installer app and/
or commissioning document for com-
missioning devices to guarantee War-
ranty validity

Warranty Eligibility
The persons who are eligible to raise claims under this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty are only 
(i) buyers that have purchased the devices themselves and have put them into operation for the first 
time (herein "Initial Operator") and (ii) buyers that have acquired the devices legitimately and with 
no modifications from the Initial Operator or the Initial Operator’s legal successor(s). The persons 
eligible under this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty are herein referred to as "warranty claimant". 
Other persons are not authorized to assert claims against Powerdale under Powerdale Limited Factory 
Warranty. However, the warranty claimant may appoint a third party to raise its claims under this 
Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty. Proof of this appointment has to accompany all correspondence 
with regards to such claims. Assigning and/or transferring these rights to other persons is not permitted.
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Warranty Period
For all above-mentioned products, including their standard accessories and options purchased at the 
same time as the related product(s), the warranty claimant will receive a 2-year Powerdale Limited Factory 
Warranty.
The factory warranty period begins when the device is first used by or for the first warranty claimant or 
6 months after the said device has been shipped by or for the account of Powerdale, whichever date 
comes first.
The validity of this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty requires that the device must be:
1. installed in line with the manufacturer’s installation manual that applies to the device in question.
2. commissioned in line with the manufacturer’s standard document and/or installer app

If structural or unauthorized changes of the device have been made, and Powerdale has not requested 
these changes, the Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty will be terminated on the date these structural 
or unauthorized changes were made, regardless of the periods mentioned above. If damage has been 
sustained to any structurally altered devices that were not altered at Powerdale’s request, the costs 
incurring in order to repair the damages, regardless of whether these structural changes were cause 
of these damages, are not covered by this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty. Powerdale will inform 
warranty claimant in advance about these costs. The repair will be performed depending on the warranty 
claimant’s consent to cover these costs.

For components of the above-mentioned Product Types that are installed 
after the Product Factory Warranty period has expired, in order to repair 
defective devices
For these products, the factory warranty period begins when the device is installed (in line with the 
intervention report) by or for the first warranty claimant or 6 months after the invoice date of said device 
by Powerdale, whichever date comes first.
The intervention report must be duly completed, signed and returned to Powerdale within 60 days after 
receipt of the goods by the warranty claimant and the invoice must be settled in accordance with the sales 
terms and conditions or the Powerdale Factory Warranty will be voided.
The validity of this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty requires that the component must be installed 
and tested in line with the manufacturer’s installation manual that applies to the component in question. If 
structural or unauthorized changes of the component have been made, and Powerdale has not requested 
these changes, the Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty will be terminated on the date these structural 
or unauthorized changes were made, regardless of the periods mentioned above. If damage has been 
sustained to any structurally altered component that were not altered at Powerdale’s request, the costs 
incurring in order to repair the damages, regardless of whether these structural changes were cause 
of these damages, are not covered by this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty. Powerdale will inform 
warranty claimant in advance about these costs. The repair will be performed depending on the warranty 
claimant’s consent to cover these costs.

Geographic Scope of Application
This Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty applies worldwide. Warranty coverage may vary in the 
Powerdale Primary Support Countries. These are: Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands (excluding 
associated islands and overseas territories).
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Warranty Coverage
The Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty covers the costs incurred for repairs and/or replacement parts 
during the defined warranty period as part of and in accordance with the conditions stipulated herein from 
the date the warranty period begins. If a device becomes defective during the defined warranty period, 
the device will be (at the discretion of Powerdale):

- Replaced with a device of equivalent value with regard to product type and age, or
- Repaired on-site by Powerdale or a service partner appointed by Powerdale (when Powerdale 
reasonably concludes that the geographical area in which the system is operated is deemed too 
risky to render on-site services, Powerdale’s obligations to render these services for said area are 
suspended for the period in which such risk is reasonably deemed to exist), or
- Repaired at Powerdale’s premises by Powerdale or a service partner appointed by Powerdale, or
- For products under a Powerdale Extended Factory Warranty, the appropriate market value of the 
defective device (which is determined by Powerdale based on the market value that the device would 
have if it were not defective) can be reimbursed.

The warranty claimant must accept a replacement device of equivalent value with regard to product type 
and age even if it has cosmetic defects that do not affect its correct functioning nor safety compliance. 
Powerdale will, at its discretion, use new and/or equal to new condition parts of original or improved design 
in the repair or replacement of the warranty claimant’s device.

Specific Information if Powerdale chooses to Repair a Device On-site
If Powerdale decides to repair the defective device on site (repair by Powerdale or a service partner 
appointed by Powerdale), the Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty covers the repair material and repair 
labour costs for removal and replacement of the part or replacement device.
No other costs — including, but not limited to, transportation, export certifications, inspections, customs 
duties, costs to safely access devices, costs for lift equipment, travel or accommodation costs, the costs 
of the warranty claimant’s own employees, or the costs of third-parties that have not been authorized by 
Powerdale — are covered by the Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty.
However, if the device is installed in a Powerdale Primary Support Country (see below), the Powerdale 
Limited Factory Warranty will also cover the transportation costs related to the repair by Powerdale or the 
service partner appointed by Powerdale.

Specific Information if Powerdale chooses to Repair a Device at 
Powerdale’s Premises
If the device is to be repaired at Powerdale’s premises, the warranty claimant must remove the defective 
device and send it for repair, at its own risk in a packaging that is suitable for the transportation, to 
Powerdale at its registered office in Belgium.
Return items will not be accepted without a valid RDO (Repair & Demo Order) code obtained from 
Powerdale that is clearly displayed on the returned items packaging.
Once the device has been repaired at Powerdale’s premises, Powerdale will return the repaired device 
to the warranty claimant. The costs for removal and replacement of the device, as well as the costs for 
sending the device to Powerdale at its registered office in Belgium and returning it to the warranty claimant 
including, but not limited to, transportation costs, export certifications, inspections, and customs duties 
are to be borne entirely by the warranty claimant.
However, if the device is installed in a Powerdale Primary Support Country (see below), Powerdale will 
also arrange for the transportation of the device to Powerdale’s premises and for returning it to the 
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warranty claimant. In this case, Powerdale will send the pick-up authorization documents to the warranty 
claimant, who will keep the device with these documents ready for pick-up by a courier company.

Specific Information If Powerdale chooses to Supply a Replacement Device
If Powerdale decides to replace the device, Powerdale will at its discretion either send in advance a 
replacement device or send a replacement device after prepayment of the value of the replacement device 
and the costs of delivery or send a replacement device after receipt of the defective device.
As required by Powerdale, the warranty claimant must return the defective device at its own risk in a 
packaging that is suitable for its transportation to an address defined by Powerdale that will be located 
within the same country that the replacement device is shipped from. Return items will not be accepted 
without a valid RDO (Reparation & Demo Order) code obtained from Powerdale that is clearly displayed 
on the returned items packaging. The costs for removal and replacement of the device, as well as the 
transportation costs for sending the replacement device and returning the defective device (including, 
but not limited to, export certifications, inspections, and customs duties) are to be borne entirely by the 
warranty claimant.
However, if the device is installed in a Powerdale Primary Support Country (see below), Powerdale will 
also arrange for the transportation of the device to Powerdale’s premises and for returning it to the 
warranty claimant. In this case, Powerdale will send the pick-up authorization documents to the warranty 
claimant, who will keep the device with these documents ready for pick-up by a courier company.
Should the warranty claimant return the defective device more than thirty (30) calendar days after receipt 
of the replacement device, then Powerdale has the right to charge the warranty claimant for the cost of 
administering the overdue RDO account.
Powerdale will retain ownership of the replacement device that has been delivered until it receives the 
defective device.
If Powerdale has decided to request from the warranty claimant the prepayment of the value of the 
replacement device before delivery of the replacement device, Powerdale will refund to the warranty 
claimant the amount received from the warranty claimant as prepayment of the value of the replacement 
device once the warranty claimant has returned to Powerdale the defective device and this defective 
device does not have any further defects not previously made known to Powerdale.

Specific Information on the Coverage of Other Costs
Powerdale will inform the warranty claimant of any costs (including, but not limited to transportation, 
replacement device value, export certifications, inspections, customs duties, travel, or accommodation) 
that require payment in advance of the repair action.
The repair will be performed depending on the warranty claimant’s consent to cover these costs.

Warranty Exclusions
The Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty does not cover damages or performance issues that occur due 
to:

- Damage to the product due to improper handling, transportation, storage, or repackaging,
- Normal wear and tear,
- Failure to observe the technical documents and manuals, and/or the protocols and/or requirements 
therein,
- Incorrect installation or incorrect commissioning not provided by Powerdale,
- Damage caused by natural disaster, accident, abuse, misuse, misapplication, neglect, improper 
ventilation and any consequential thermal damage, water infiltration and/or immersion, electric power 
fluctuations and/or spikes, corrosion due to exposure to aggressive atmospheres or environmental 
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conditions outside the scope of design, and operating the product outside its recommended 
parameters and/or environment,
- Damage caused by service, including upgrades and expansions, performed by anyone who is not 
a Powerdale authorized Service Provider,
- Non-Powerdale authorized modifications, changes, or attempted repairs,
- Failure to observe the applicable safety regulations,
- Incorrect use or inappropriate operation (including, but not limited to, improper on- and off-switching 
and power/current/voltage modulation by third-party software),
- Force majeure, examples including, but not limited to: overvoltage, lighting strikes, floods, fires, 
earthquakes, storm damage and pest damage.

The items below are expressly not covered by this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty:
- All items not originally sold by Powerdale including, but not limited to, installed cables, Current 
Transformers (CT), Voltage Transformers (VT), and communications devices.
- Transportation costs related to faults or defects, not covered under the Powerdale Warranty.

Impact of Warranty Coverage on the (Remaining) Warranty 
Period
If the entire device is replaced under this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty, the remainder of the 
warranty period will be transferred to the replacement device. If device components are replaced or 
repaired under this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty, the components used will be covered by the 
same remainder of the warranty period as the repaired device.

Procedure to Exercise Rights under this Powerdale Limited 
Factory Warranty
The warranty claimant must notify Powerdale of a device fault or defect within the defined warranty period. 
To determine if the device is covered by the Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty, the warranty claimant 
must – in addition to the requirements stated below - submit the model type and serial number of the 
defective device.
Powerdale reserves the right to request a copy of other documents including, but not limited to, 
the purchasing invoice, which must include the serial number of the device. Powerdale only accepts 
documents in the following languages: Dutch, English, French, and German. A certified translation in 
one of the mentioned languages will also be accepted. The type label on the device must be completely 
legible. If the aforementioned requirements are not fully met, Powerdale is not required to perform any 
obligations under the Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty.
Warranty service is available by contacting Powerdale’s Operations Department via 
operations@Powerdale.com  or +32 2 647 38 79. The warranty claimant or their qualified representative 
must report a failure using the following procedure:

- Contact Powerdale and identify the device by its model type and serial number, and furnish a brief 
description of the problem,
- Proper fault diagnosis may require a qualified service technician to be at the device location and 
equipped with required tools as specified in the Powerdale device manual.
- The on-site qualified service technician may be asked to take measurements and provide error 
codes from the device. Additional information may be required, including, but not limited to:

- Installation site name,
- SN/SF number for mobile devices,
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- Name contact person and contact details,
- A copy of the commissioning report,
- Specific configuration settings,
- Information on the software platform(s) or other devices to which the Powerdale device is 
connected,
- Description of any modifications that have been performed on the device,

- Powerdale will first attempt to assist the warranty claimant in resolving minor issues over the 
telephone or via email. If it is determined that the issue cannot be resolved that way and that 
Powerdale chooses not to repair the device on-site, Powerdale will issue a Repair & Demo Order 
(RDO) code and will contact you to arrange the delivery of the replacement product.
- The on-site qualified service technician may be asked to safely remove any power and interface 
cabling from the device to be returned and retain them for reinstallation on the replacement device.
- If a part or product is returned and subsequently deemed to have no fault or defect covered under 
this warranty, Powerdale may charge the warranty claimant for all costs and expenses incurred in 
connection with providing the warranty.

If and to the extent services are to be rendered by Powerdale free of charge in accordance with this 
Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty, these are only free of charge if and to the extent the course of 
action is agreed with and confirmed in writing by Powerdale in advance. Written documents and electronic 
messages, including, but not limited to, letters or e-mail, satisfy the requirement that confirmation be given 
in writing. All costs incurred by the warranty claimant to exercise its rights under this Powerdale Limited 
Factory Warranty shall be borne by the warranty claimant.

Final Validity
The rights mentioned in this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty reflect the exclusive rights of the 
warranty claimant in accordance with this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty. No other claims — 
including, but not limited to, claims for compensation for direct or indirect damage caused by the defective 
device, claims for compensation for costs arising from disassembly or installation, and/or loss of charging 
services or profits — are covered by the Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty.
If the warranty claimant requests unnecessary or unjustified service work and/or Powerdale replacements 
under this Powerdale Limited Factory warranty, Powerdale shall be entitled to invoice the warranty 
claimant for the costs incurred as a result.

Applicable Law and Place of Jurisdiction
All claims arising from or in connection with this Powerdale Limited Factory Warranty are subject to Belgian 
law.
The exclusive place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from or in connection with this Powerdale Limited 
Factory Warranty is Brussels, Belgium.
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Troubleshooting Home

Installation solutions

Device misshaped

Situation
The device casing seems misshaped, the external cover does not fit perfectly.

Possible cause
The surface on which the device has been installed is not perfectly flat.

Remedy
Make sure the surface on which the device is fixed is perfectly flat. See: Installation  (on page 
19).

i Important: If the device has been damaged permanently, contact your distributor.

The current transformer is installed upside down

Situation
Negative measurements lead to an incorrect regulation.

Possible cause
The current transformer (CT) installed upside down.
1. Remove the CT.
2. Replace the CT right side up.

Configuration solutions

Unable to complete first part of the registration as installer

Situation
I am an installer, and during configuration of the Home  with the Nexxtender Installer  app, I'm stuck at 
the first screen: enter serial number.

Possible cause
You are unable to find the serial number (SN) of the device.
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Remedies
-  Look for the SN on the bottom of the device, or on the original packaging of the device.
-  The part number (PN) must be entered with the SN (number beginning with 60). It is 
also located on the label, next to the SN.

Other possible cause
There is a problem with the internet connection of your phone.

Remedy
Make sure you have an internet connection on your phone during this process.

Other possible cause
You have no rights to configure because the device is already linked to another installer 
company.

Remedy
Contact your distributor to resolve this conflict.

Other possible cause
There is a typo in the serial number.
1. Verify the serial number.
2. Enter the serial number again.

I cannot get authorisation to configure a device

Situation
You want to get authorisation to configure a device for a customer, but run into problems.

Possible cause
The device does not exist.

Remedy
1.

Other possible cause
There is a typo in the serial number.

Remedy
1. Verify the serial number.
2. Enter the serial number again.
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Other possible cause
You have no rights to configure because the device is already linked to another installer 
company.

Remedy
Contact your distributor to resolve this conflict.

I cannot configure a badge

Situation
You want to use the Nexxtmove  app to configure an (additional) badge for your Home, but run into 
problems.

Possible cause
The maximum number of badges (10) has already been configured in the Nexxtmove  app.

Remedy
1. Check the Nexxtmove  app parameters to verify the total number of configured badges.
2. Delete one of the configured badges in the Nexxtmove  app to be able to add a new badge.

Registration solutions

I cannot access the app

Situation
I can not log in to the app.

Cause
You don't have an installer account.

Remedy
Create your Installer account  (on page 30)  via the ‘sign up’ process in the Nexxtender 
Installer  app. If your company has no company link yet, ask your distributor to generate one 
for you.

Other possible cause
You have an installer account but you don't remember the password.

Remedy
Reset the password. See: Request a new password
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Pairing solutions

Charging solutions

Charging does not start

Situation
Charging does not start.

Possible cause
There is a problem with Bluetooth on your smartphone.

Remedy
Check for possible Bluetooth solutions: I cannot pair through Bluetooth  and I cannot charge 
with the app  (on page 54).

Other possible cause
There is a problem with starting charging with the start button.

Remedy
-  If you want to start with the start button in the app:

1. Check all possible Bluetooth issues: I cannot pair through Bluetooth  and I cannot 
charge with the app  (on page 54).

2. Press the start button again.

Other possible cause
There is problem with the configuration (badge, app, ....

Remedies
-  Check Configuration  (on page 30).
-  Check .
-  Check Daily use  (on page 36).

I cannot charge with my badge

Situation
Holding a badge against the Home  does not start the charging process.

Possible cause
The used badge is not configured.
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Remedies
-  Run the configuration of the badge again (see Configure a badge  (on page 37)).
-  Use another (configured) badge.

I cannot charge with the app

Situation
Starting the charging process with the app does not work.

Possible cause
App as key is not enabled.

Remedy
Enable App as key  in the settings of the Nexxtmove  app with the toggle switch.

Other possible cause
The app as a key is enabled.
Bluetooth is disabled on your smartphone.

Remedy
1. Enable Bluetooth in the settings of your smartphone.
2. Try again.

Other possible cause
The app as a key is enabled.
The distance between the smartphone and the Home  is too great.

1. Bring the smartphone within a couple of meters of the Home.
2. Try again.

Other possible cause
Geolocation has been disabled on your smartphone for the Nexxtmove  app.
Enabling geolocation will allow for automated synchronisation.

Remedy
1. Enable geolocation for the Nexxtmove  app on your smartphone.
2. Try again.
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My electrical protections activate when I plug in the charging cable

Situation
Plugging the Home  charging cable into the electric vehicle activates the circuit breaker and shuts down 
the power of (part of) the installation.

Possible cause
The Home  regulation is not configured correctly.

Remedy
1. Change the maximum limit to the value best suited for the installed infrastructure.
2. Try charging again.

Other possible cause
The configuration of the I Device  is higher than the I Max  of the breaker.

Remedy
Change the configuration so that the value for I Device  is equal to or smaller than the value 
for the I Max  of the breaker.

The current transformer is disconnected

Situation
The CT is disconnected.

Possible cause
Cable or connector failure, due to failed CT length increase process.

Remedy
Check the cabling of the installation.

The regulation does not work properly

Situation
The regulation of the Home  does not seem to work properly.

Possible cause
The current transformer (CT) is not installed correctly: upside down, or not respecting the grid 
topology indication.
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Remedies
-  Check the order and/or direction of the CT. See: The current transformer is installed 
upside down  (on page 50)
-  Check if the CT is installed according to the corresponding grid topology.

Other possible cause
The phase 2 is not on neutral (for the use case of three phases without neutral).

Remedy
Reattach the cables for the Home, but now with L2 on neutral of the device (corresponding 
to the grid topology).

Other possible cause
The current transformer(s) is/are broken.

Remedy
-  Replace the CT if possible.
-  If the installation is ended without the placement of a CT:

1. Indicate that the CT is not present in the Nexxtender Installer  app configuration.
2. Set the I max device current to a value appropriate for the customer infrastructure.

i Tip: Powerdale advises the minimum of 6 A. That way the regulation can 
be ensured without CT.

Other possible cause
The configuration Neutral/without Neutral is not set correctly.

Remedy
Check the parameter in the configuration. It should be appropriate for the customer grid 
topology.

The power supply cable is too loose

Situation
The power supply cable sits too loose in the device and can move slightly from side to side.

Possible cause
If the power cable has a section equal to or smaller than 2.5 mm², the plastic holder keeping 
the power cable tight should be placed correctly.

Remedy
1. Open the device.
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2. Unscrew to remove the plastic holder.
3. Remove the plastic holder and put it back with the smaller notch against the cable.
4. Tighten the screws to secure the plastic holder.
5. Close the device.

Charging is interrupted (LED turns off)

Situation
The charging process is interrupted, the LED turns off.

Possible cause
The I device  is configured over the I Max  of the installed breaker.

Remedies
-  Ask your installer to change the breaker in your electrical cabinet.
-  Change the I device  in the settings to the breaker value (or below).

Charging is interrupted (LED turns red)

Situation
The charging process is interrupted, the LED turns red.

Possible cause
The RCM was activated and the Home  needs a manual restart.

Remedy
1. Unplug the connector from the car.

Result: The LED turns green again.
2. Plug the connector back into the car.

Unexpected behaviour during charging

Situation
During the charging process, unexpected behaviour is noticed:

- Slow charging in Max Mode.
- Fast charging in Eco Mode.
- ...

Possible cause
There is a problem with the Home  regulation.
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Remedy
Ask your installer to check your installation for regulation issues. See: The regulation does 
not work properly  (on page 55)

Other possible cause
You have forgotten exactly how the Eco/Max charging modes work and how to configure them.

Remedy
See Daily use  (on page 36)  and Product overview  (on page 3)  for more information.

Other possible cause
You used a badge to start charging, but it had an undesired charging profile configured.

Remedies
-  Change the configuration of the badge in the Nexxtmove  app: Configure a badge  (on 
page 37)
-  Use another method or another badge to start charging. See: Charge  (on page 37)

Synchronisation solutions

Stuck at second step: Bluetooth

Situation
As an installer doing the configuration I am stuck on the second screen (Bluetooth).

Possible cause
Bluetooth is disabled on your smartphone.

Remedy
1. Enable Bluetooth on your smartphone.
2. Try pairing again.

Other possible cause
The distance between the smartphone and the Home  is too great.

Remedy
1. Bring the smartphone within a couple of meters of the Home.
2. Try pairing again.
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Other possible cause
The device does not receive power.

Remedy
1. Check the cabling and circuit breaker to ensure the Home  receives power.
2. Check the LEDs of the Home: they should be illuminated (see: LED light codes  (on 

page 13)).

Other possible cause
There is a problem with the internet connection. An internet connection is needed to receive 
the pin code from Nexxtmove.

Remedy
1. Make sure you have a working internet connection.
2. Try pairing again.

Other possible cause
Geolocation has been disabled on your smartphone.

Remedy
1. Enable geolocation on your smartphone.
2. Try pairing again.

I cannot synchronise my data as a driver

Situation
As a driver using the Home, I cannot synchronise the usage data.

Other possible cause
The device does not receive power. The LEDs are off.

Remedy
1. Check the cabling and circuit breaker to ensure the Home  receives power.
2. Check the LEDs of the Home: they should be illuminated (see: LED light codes  (on 

page 13)).
3. Try synchronising again.

Possible cause
The Home  has not been registered or paired yet.

Remedy
1. Check if pairing and registration are complete. See: 
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2. Try synchronising again.

Other possible cause
Other people in the vicinity are paired to the same Home.

Remedy
1. Disable or remove all Bluetooth signals in the vicinity, except your own one.
2. Try synchronising again.

Possible cause
Bluetooth is disabled on your smartphone.

Remedy
1. Enable Bluetooth in the settings of your smartphone.
2. Try again.

Other possible cause
The distance between the smartphone and the Home  is too great.

Remedy
1. Bring the smartphone within a couple of meters of the Home.
2. Try again.

Other possible cause
Geolocation has been disabled on your smartphone for the Nexxtmove  app.
Enabling geolocation will allow for automated synchronisation.

Remedy
1. Enable geolocation for the Nexxtmove  app on your smartphone.
2. Try again.

I have synchronised the data but see no charges as a driver

Situation
As a driver using the Home, I have successfully synchronised the data, but I cannot see my charges.

Possible cause
The cloud back end processing time has not been taken into account.
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Remedy
1. Wait for at least 10 minutes after synchronising to allow for data processing on the cloud 

back end.
2. Check the graph again.

Other possible cause
No internet access on your smartphone: the data is synchronised locally, but cannot be 
uploaded to the cloud back end.

Remedy
1. Enable an internet connection on your smartphone.
2. Allow the systems to synchronise for about 10 minutes.
3. Check the graph again.

Other possible cause
You are not visualising the correct time period (week/month/...).

Remedy
Check if the graph timeline is indeed on the period (week/month/…) you want to display.

! Notice: A charge is displayed on the week/month/… it begun. For example: If you charge 
from Sunday evening to Monday morning (during the night), you will see the charging 
session in the graph of the week of the Sunday. Similarly, you could be for example showing 
week 21 when you are expecting week 22.

I don't see the live data as a driver

Situation
As a driver using the Home, I don't see the live data. These are real time data that are shown in the app.

Possible cause
Bluetooth is disabled on your smartphone.

Remedy
Check all possible Bluetooth issues. See: I cannot pair through Bluetooth  and I cannot charge 
with the app  (on page 54).

Other possible cause
There are issues with the cables of your Home.

Remedy
Contact your installer to check cabling: (CT, UTP, …). See:
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- The regulation does not work properly  (on page 55)
- The current transformer is disconnected  (on page 55)
- My electrical protections activate when I plug in the charging cable  (on page 55)
- The power supply cable is too loose  (on page 56)
- Charging is interrupted (LED turns off)  (on page 57)

Reimbursement solutions

Other solutions

I forgot my Nexxtmove  password

Situation
You cannot sign in to Nexxtmove  app because you do not remember the password.

Remedy
1. Open the Nexxtmove  app.
2. Tap I forgot my password
3. Enter username
4. Tap I forgot my password

Result: A link to create a new password will be sent to the e-mail address linked to 
the account.

i Tip: If you did not receive an e-mail, please check the junk/spam mail folder 
before contacting your supplier.
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